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       “Fearless”     

       Judges 4:1-7 

November 15, 2020 

       Rev. David Hutchinson 

 

 What does the word “fearless” mean to you? 

 What does it mean to BE - - fearless? 

 And - - can you think of anyone who you would describe as fearless? 

 I have a suggestion: 

 Taylor Swift has an album out called “Fearless” - - and she is arguably that herself. 

 Swift is possibly one of the most well known and influential musical artists of the last 

decade.  /   She is an influential woman who young girls look up to.  /   She is an outspoken voice 

for justice and social causes.   /   And she has talked about what it means to be fearless. 

 This is what she said: 

 “To me” - - she has said - - “To me - - Fearless is NOT the absence of fear”. 

 She goes on, “Fearless is not the absence of fear. It is not being completely unafraid.  

Fearless is having fears, Fearless is having doubts.  Lots of them.  To me - - Fearless is living in 

spite of those things that scare you to death.” 

 She goes on further… 

 “Fearless is falling madly in love again, even though you've been hurt before. Fearless is 

walking into your freshman year of high school at fifteen. Fearless is getting back up and 

fighting for what you want over and over again... even though every time you've tried before, 

you've lost. It's Fearless to have faith that someday things will change.” 

 So I would argue that Taylor Swift is fearless.  /   And if you won’t go that far with me - - 

I think it’s clear that at least she has some pretty interesting things to say about being - - fearless.  

 Most importantly: Fearless - - is not about - - the absence of fear. 
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 It’s important because of the fear in our lives. 

There has been a lot of fear in our social and political life this year. 

 People have been afraid of - - a virus - - protesters - - police - - politicians - - fires… 

 So there’s no shortage of fear. 

 But if fearless is not about the absence of fear - - then maybe the message of what it 

means to be fearless - - is important for us to hear right now.  /  If there IS a lot of fear - - and we 

prefer NOT to live life in a state of fear - - then - - fearless living might be what we need right 

about now.  /   That’s what I’m hoping to convince you of today.   

 Our starting point Biblically is Deborah. 

 Deborah is a Judge and Prophetess in the Old Testament. 

 Her story is found in the book of Judges.     

She is the only female judge mentioned in the Bible.     

 SO imagine - - a female judge - - who you would describe as fearless. 

  She may or may not wear a white lace collar over her black judge’s robe. 

  I’m pretty sure that that judge - - whoever they are - -  

- - would agree with Taylor Swift - - about fear. 

 Don’t you think that any female judge - - who is in the minority - - in her culture and time 

- - would know something about fear?  /   And don’t you think that if they did enough for the 

world to be remembered after their death - - that they would know what it means to be fearless. 

 Well - - Deborah is fearless. 

 Judges chapters 4 and 5 report her actions against a powerful king - - on behalf of her 

people - - and then her song of victory. 

 The situation at the time of the book of Judges is this: 
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 The Israelites have found their way to the land of Canaan.  /   They followed Moses out 

of slavery in Egypt - - and then followed Joshua and the Ark - - across the Jordan river.    

 In this new land of promise - - they discovered people already living there.  /   So they 

have had to make their way and figure out how to build homes - - and a culture - - in this new 

land.   

 In the process they have set up a system of government centered on judges. 

 The events of this period of their history could be described as cyclical: 

 First - - the Israelites do evil and abandon God and the covenant - - THEN as a result, 

they find themselves in the hands of oppressive foreign leaders - - SO THEN the people CRY 

out to God who hears their cry - - and in RESPONSE God raises up a judge.   

 The judge judges them - - delivers them from the oppression - - and they live in peace. 

 But then the judge dies and they forget about following God… 

 Repeat cycle. 

 This cycle - - like so much of our history - - repeats. 

  Over and over. 

  We forget - - and history repeats. 

 In the midst of this frustrating cycle of history - - Deborah offers the example of fearless 

living - - and fearless judging.  /   It does NOT end the cycle - - however. 

 Deborah is an inspiration! 

 Deborah is fearless! 

 And yet…     “here we go again”,    can still be heard - - from time to time… 
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 Before we move off the events of the life of Deborah - - it has to be said that there is a lot 

of violence in the story.  /   Deborah - - and her female counterpart Ja’ el - - who kills the king 

named Sisera - - live violent lives - - in violent times.    

 But it could be argued that we also live in violent times. 

 Maybe the violence is different - - but peaceful - - we are not. 

 So while NOT advocating for violence - - I don’t want to focus completely on that aspect 

of Deborah and her story.  /   Violence is everywhere in this part of the Old Testament. 

 What is far more remarkable about this event - - is that Deborah is a woman. 

 In comparison to Barak - - the male army commander for the Hebrew people - - Deborah 

is more effective - - and she is the one we would call fearless - - not Barak.  /   He is fear-full. 

 So one question about fear is: 

  When the world is frightening how will we live?  

  Will we live fear-full - - - or fearless? 

 Another question is - - what does it take? 

 In a world of fear and violence - - what does it take to stop the bully? 

 While you think about that - - let me shift gears for a bit. 

 Superhero movies have recently had a lot of female characters. 

 If we’re looking for a modern day analog for Deborah - - in order to understand her story 

and her character - - I think a superhero might be a good possibility. 

 In an article titled: 

  “Move Over Batman, A Feminist Ranking of Female Superheroes” 

  Sam Maggs points us to some possible choices. 

 She writes: 
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 “It may not surprise you to learn that essentially all of the original super-heroines dreamt 

up during the ‘50s - - including Wonder Woman - - were created by male writers for a primarily 

male audience”. 

 But that has changed more recently… 

 “For all their missteps” she says, “the major comic book publishers are making big 

strides forward.  /   Marvel in particular has a huge range of female led titles at the moment”. 

 Her top ten list includes: 

Carol Danvers as captain Marvel.  /   Captain Marvel who started out as a male character!    

 Also: Red Sonja; Kate Kane from Batwoman; and Buffy the Vampire Slayer 

 Her number one pick is Kamala Kahn from Ms. Marvel. 

 I’m not sure how to pronounce her first name… 

 “Kam-ala” or “Kamal-a” 

  Anyway… 

 Kamala Kahn is a Pakistani Muslim girl from New Jersey. 

 One night she is engulfed by a mysterious fog - - that bestows on her the powers of shape 

shifting and healing.   

 By the way, the comic Ms. Marvel is written by a Muslim woman. 

 I would suggest that she might understand what it means to be fearless. 

  Or that her super-hero character might… 

 And - - that we might learn something about the impact of Deborah the judge - - by 

thinking about her character in Ms. Marvel named Kamala Kahn.   
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 Whatever you think of female super-heroes - - or comic books - - I hope you will 

consider the possibility of fearless living in our world - - and in your life.  /   And I think that 

Deborah in the Old Testament encourages us to do that today.  

 Fearless living does NOT mean that all the fearful things will vanish. 

 Fearless living does not mean an end to violence. 

 Fearless living will not necessarily put an end to the cycle of history. 

  We may very well keep making the same mistakes over and over again. 

 Fearless living may not change everything forever and ever. 

 But just for this moment - - maybe it will. 

Maybe just for this moment - - we can do better. 

 Maybe - - even though there are scary things in life - - they won’t frighten us so much. 

 Maya Angelou was a fearless poet. 

 I’ll end today with her words about life and fear.  /   They go like this: 

  “Life Doesn’t Frighten Me” 

   Shadows on the wall 

   Noises down the hall 

   Life doesn’t frighten me at all 

   Bad dogs barking loud 

   Big ghosts in a cloud 

   Life doesn’t frighten me at all. 

  Mean old Mother Goose 

  Lions on the loose 

  They don’t frighten me at all. 
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  Dragons breathing flame - - on my counterpane 

  That doesn’t frighten me at all. 

   I go BOO,   Make them shoo 

   I make fun,   Way they run  

   I won’t cry,   So they fly 

   I just smile,   They go wild 

   Life doesn’t frighten me at all. 

  Tough guys in a fight…   All alone at night 

  Life doesn’t frighten me at all. 

  Panthers in the park…    Strangers in the dark 

  No they don’t frighten me at all. 

   That new classroom where - - boys all pull my hair 

   Kissy little girls - - with their hair in curls 

   They don’t frighten me at all. 

  Don’t show me frogs and snakes - - and listen for my scream 

  If I’m afraid at all - - it’s only in my dreams. 

   I’ve got a magic charm - - that I keep up my sleeve. 

   I can walk the ocean floor - - and never have to breathe. 

  Life doesn’t frighten me at all. 

   Not at all.     Not at all. 

   Life doesn’t - - frighten me - - at all. 

 

 


